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Approaches to crags from the B&B Arvé 

 

STARTING LOCATION 

Vesallo di Castelbianco (Via Isonzo, 6) 

 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Dirt road route. Panoramic road. 
 
The different itineraries describe the approaches to the following crags: 
Colletta, Malavoglia, Bauso, Fontana, Rocche della Garda (Scudo or La Garda, Mistral, Austria Team, Papapuk, 
Inferno), Zoo di Berlino, Galera, Arvé, Sagarmatha. 
 

ITINERARIES 

 Approach to the crag Colletta:  

After leaving the B&B, take the small road immediately on the right and go down to the road. 
Cross the road and continue straight until you reach a stone house. Take the path on the right and continue straight. 
After about 20' the path passes under the crag. 
 
 
 Shared approach to the following crags: 

Malavoglia, Bauso, Fontana, Rocche della Garda (Scudo or La Garda, Mistral, Austria Team, Papapuk, Inferno), Zoo di 
Berlino, Galera, Arvé, Sagarmatha. 
 
After leaving the B&B, pass under the arch, go straight and take the road that goes up in front (blue arrow). Continue to 
go up passing through the small streets of the village until you reach the end of the town. After passing under a propped 
arch, you come to a crossroads. 
Take the right road and continue going up. After about 300 meters there is a metal fence on the right and a picnic area 
and a blue arrow on the left. Don’t follow the arrow but continue straight. 
After 20 meters you arrive at a crossroads, continue on the central path. 
 

 Approach to the crags Malavoglia, Bauso e Fontana 

Continuing on the central path you come across a dirt road (you will see a gray pole on the left). 
Take the road to the left, the path is downhill. You pass the aqueduct building (stone on the right) and you reach a 
stream. 
A small wooden pole indicates the path to the Bausu on the right which goes up into the woods. Follow the path for 
about 15’ until you reach the Malavoglia sector (30’ from the B&B). 
Continuing the path that climbs steeply and passes the base of the crag, you quickly reach the Bauso (first the right 
sector and then the central one) and finally the Fontana (45’ from the B&B) 
 

 Approach to the crags Austria Team, Papapuk, Inferno  

Continuing on the central path you come across a dirt road (you will see a gray pole on the left).  
Take the road to the right, the path is uphill (stone cairns on the right). 
After passing a bend to the left, continue on the path until you reach a wooden panel on the right. Take the path that 
goes up to the right of the panel (stone cairns on the right). 
After about 15' take another detour to the right (stone cairns and pink arrow indicating "Garda, Galera").  
Continue along the flat path straight ahead (on the right you will have Val Pennavaire and on the left the woods). 
Continuing you will come across the signs for the 3 sectors, which can be reached by leaving the main path and keep 
going up into the woods until you reach the rock (45’ from the B&B). 
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 Approach to the crags Scudo or La Garda, Mistral 

Continuing on the central path you come across a dirt road (you will see a gray pole on the left).  
Take the road to the right, the path is uphill (stone cairns on the right). 
After passing a bend to the left, continue on the path until you reach a wooden panel on the right. Take the path that 
goes up to the right of the panel. 
After about 15' take another detour to the right (pink arrow indicating "Garda, Galera").  
After a few meters (stone cairns on the left) take the path on the left and keep going up. 
For Garda, a final detour to the right (clearly visible stone cairns), which crosses a small stream on a flat rock, leads 
along the ramparts of the crag, which remains to the left of the path (40’ from the B&B). 
Once you arrive at the Scudo, go past the base of the cliff and "climb" between rocks on the left to get to the Mistral 
sector. 
 

 Approach to the crags Zoo di Berlino, Galera, Arvé e Sagarmatha 

Continuing on the central path you come across a dirt road (you will see a gray pole on the left).  
Take the road to the right, the path is uphill (stone cairns on the right). 
After passing a bend to the left, continue on the path until you reach a wooden panel on the right. Take the path that 
goes up to the right of the panel. 
After about 15' take another detour to the right (pink arrow indicating "Garda, Galera").  
After a few meters (stone cairns on the left) take the path on the left and keep going up. 
Following the main path you arrive under the crag Zoo di Berlino. 
For the Galera continue straight without further detours (stone cairns clearly visible along the path).  
 
Just before arriving at the Galera crag, take the path on the right (wooden arrows with names of the sectors) and go up 
through the woods following the stone cairns. 
Once you reach a small cave, turn left and follow the stone cairns which lead slightly up and then down. 
Continue on level ground up to the Arvé crag (20' from the wooden sign and about 1 hour from the B&B). 
For Sagarmatha, walk along the base of the Arvé crag, take the path that goes up to the right, in 5' you arrive at the 
base. 
 
 
To return to the B&B you follow the same itineraries. 


